
2020 COLLECTION
SUNGLASS BROCHURE

Improve your outdoor experience with high-quality, affordable polarized sunglasses

Sunglasses for Life



Every Day Boater (EDB), owned by Hector 
Claudio, is an independent business based in 
Coastal Georgia. Hector enjoys the outdoors 
and boating. After spending many years 
enjoying the sun, he became frustrated with 
the overpriced sunglasses on the market 
because they were either cheaply made 
or did not perform to his expectations. This 
passion led him to source and launch the 
EDB range, which offers quality sunglasses 
at a rate 50% more affordable than the 
competition with a lifetime guarantee. 

ABOUT US
EVERY DAY BOATER



WHY CHOOSE
EDB SUNGLASSES

Customers love our sunglasses because we offer:
Durable, high-quality glass lenses

All sunglasses are $100 - no matter the frame or style

Sunglasses come with FREE case, straps, and microfi ber cleaning cloths

We offer a limited, lifetime warranty and loss protection program

Distributors work with us because we:
Fill a niche in the market

No regular minimum purchase is required; start as low as 10 units

Stylish sunglasses for outdoor living



Cuda was our first style and remain a fan-favorite. These frames are ultra-
strong and super sleek with comfortable rubber padding on the nose and 
a high-quality gloss TR-90 plastic frame. They provide great eye coverage 
without being too large for the face. This frame will fit medium to small size 
heads. 

4 tint options: Grey, Amber, Revo Mirror Green (Amber base), Revo Mirror 
Blue (Neutral Base)

CUDA

Reef Donkey is one of EDB’s original frames. These frames are substantial 
without being too heavy, making them the perfect fit for medium to large 
heads. Reef Donkey’s have soft, comfortable rubber padding on nose and 
temple tips and a high-quality gloss TR-90 plastic frame. 

4 tint options: Grey, Amber, Revo Mirror Green (Amber base), Revo Mirror 
Blue (Neutral Base)

REEF DONKEYS

DORADOCUDA



In our pursuit to balance fashion and function, the unisex Dorado frame 
was created. This pair is designed for the more fashion-conscious sunglass 
wearer who still wants the durability and dependability of the EDB line. With 
no rubber parts, Dorado’s are easy to wear on the boat or a wonderful day 
on shore ensuring the glasses don’t get caked with debris or get caught in 
hair. 

5 tint options (depending on frame): Grey, Amber, Mirror Green (Amber 
base), Mirror Blue (Neutral Base), and Silver (Neutral Base)

DORADO

Aviator Stingrays is our first homage to an American classic. They compare 
favorably to all premium brands while being both fresh and saltwater 
resistant with comfortable rubber padding and a high-quality corrosion-
resistant Cupronickel frame. The slightly less oval shape on the bottom 
ensures it appeals to men and women. 

4 tint options: Grey, Amber, Revo Mirror Green (Amber base), Revo Mirror 
Blue (Neutral Base)

AVIATOR

REEF DONKEYSAVIATOR



LENS TECH

SUN FRAME

Every Day Boater’s sunglass lenses are 100% mineral 
glass material. Glass lens material offer more clarity, 
acuity, and 10 times more scratch resistance than plastic 
counterparts. All EDB sunglasses have PREMIUM 
polarized glass lenses with 100% UVA and UVB 
protection. EDB doesn’t place any extensive patent on 
these lenses unlike competitors to ensure the price remains 
affordable. 

EDB uses durable, polycarbonate plastics for sunglass 
frames with soft and comfortable nose pads on select 
models. EDB focuses on a comfortable, simple, and 
light-weight frame design.  Using this technique of glass 
lenses with high-quality plastic guarantees our sunglasses 
are signifi cantly lighter than competing brands. Simplicity 
is not just a design preference, but a way to ensure our 
sunglasses are long-lasting and durable for our customers. 



WARRANTY POLICY

LOSS PROTECTION
Warranty Policy
EDB wants you to enjoy our product for years to come. Our limited lifetime warranty covers manufacturer defects or damages.
 
At the time you initially reach out to us, we will inform you if your frame is in stock, and based on the description of your 
damage, we will provide an estimate of repair costs based on a tier system:
• Tier 1 repair ($15) - Small part replacement. (ie, nose guard, ear guard)
• Tier 2 repair ($30) - Larger part replacement. (ie,  side frame, single lens)
• Tier 3 repair ($50) - Vital part or Complete replacement (ie, front main frame, both lens)

Refer to our website for more information on how to start a warranty claim. 

Loss Protection Program

When you purchase EDB sunglasses, we want you to know that your investment is protected. Sunglasses can be lost or stolen 
and sometimes simply fall in the water. Therefore, with the purchase of all standard EDB sunglasses, we offer a loss protection 
program that includes a one-time replacement at Tier 3 warranty cost.



Our product line is destined to grow quickly as EDB works to extend our range of high caliber, extremely durable and 
reasonably priced sunglasses
For more information about EDB, updated retail locations, or to visit the online store, please visit www.everydayboater.com 
or call us at (912) 421-9132. 
Stay up-to-date with EDB by following on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram: @EveryDayBoater.
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